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Abstract—Multiple Level Security (MLS) has always been a
center of focus since the usage of computers in military and
intelligence systems. Extensive studies have been done on how
to utilize virtualization technologies to provide multiple level
secured execution in the cloud, yet the general assumption is that
all components in the cloud service provider are trusted. With
the advanced persistent threats currently faced by the military
and intelligence community, it is unrealistic to assume complex
information systems can remain trustworthy all the time. In
this work, we present MUltiple level Security cloud with strong
Hardware level Isolation (MUSHI), a novel framework that can
provide hardware level isolation and protection to individual
guest virtual machine (VM) execution. With MUSHI, a user can
maintain confidentiality and integrity of her VM in a multicore
environment even in the presence of malicious attacks from both
within and outside the cloud infrastructure.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing has defined a new paradigm shift in mod-

ern world computing. With virtualization as the key enabling

technology, service providers are now able to dynamically

provision infrastructure to meet the ever changing demand

from users. In addition, such economy of scale has provided

opportunities for better service at lower price. US military has

always been striving for information supremacy, it is antici-

pated that the military system will also adapt to the new cloud

computing paradigm[1], [2]. However the sensitive nature of

multiple classification military system has created a unique

challenge for system deployments. Information lost due to

security breach in commercial market can usually be converted

to certain monetary value, yet incidents in military system

can sometimes imply death of millions. Therefore information

assurance is of critical importance in MLS systems.

One of the fundamental design principles of multilevel

security system is the spatial and temporal separation of infor-

mation of different classification levels [3], [4], [5], [6], [7].

Virtualization software is the component that enables sharing

of physical devices while enforcing isolation between VMs

of different users in the cloud environment. This implicitly

implies that the virtualization software and hardware will have

to be trusted. It has been generally accepted that there is

risk of attacks on the hypervisor from malicious guest VMs

as demonstrated by several recent attacks and vulnerability

reports [8], [9], [10], [11]. However, hypervisor is not the only

attack surface. An adversary could also attempt to compromise

the management software residing in the hosting and man-

agement servers with vulnerabilities in [8], [9], [12]. Lastly,

adversaries might even use social engineering to compromise

accounts of the management personnel. Given the advanced

persistent threats faced by the military today, it is unrealistic

to assume the cloud infrastructure can be secured against

various types of malicious activity including social engineering

at all time. To address this challenge, we proposed MUSHI,

a hardware level isolated parallel execution environment to

enable secured operations in the presence of both malicious

cloud host and collocated malicious VMs. Specifically MUSHI

has the following unique attributes

• Our system does not rely on a secured cloud infrastruc-

ture, therefore the security properties of user’s informa-

tion remains the same even if the hosting infrastructure is

compromised. We believe this is a necessary requirement

for future computing systems in the military environment.

• MUSHI depends on a very small set of Trusted Comput-

ing Base (TCB) including only the hardware, hardware

assisted virtualization, BIOS and System Management

Mode (SMM). It makes the task of analyzing and pro-

tecting the system much more manageable.

• The architecture can be realized with commodity hard-

ware. In MUSHI, we rely on SMM memory (SMRAM),

which is readily available in current generation of proces-

sors, for the isolation between the host and VM. Trusted

Platform Module (TPM) is used for remote attestation

of VM image integrity. Furthermore, in order to remove

the attack surfaces available to malicious VM, MUSHI

rely on currently available hardware virtualization of I/O

device [13], [14].

II. PREVIOUS WORKS

Multilevel security is a well-studied topic [6], [5]. Early

systems use the reference monitor in security kernel to en-

force the MLS policy within the system. Recently, Multiple

Independent Level Security (MILS) has emerged as a new

paradigm of designing MLS system[7], [4], which aims to

separate the two types of service provided in traditional mono-

lithic kernel, namely maintaining spatial temporal separation

and security policy enforcement. Applying this concept of

multilevel security system design to cloud, we would need

to have separation and policy enforcement in MLS cloud as

well. The policy enforcement is not the focus of this paper,
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though it can be achieved via network separation through cryp-

tographic operations along with high speed guards. MUSHI

aims to provide the separation functionality in the MLS

system. Providing isolation between virtual machine on the

same physical platform has been an active area of research

in the past decade due to the rapid development of cloud

technology in the commercial market. There are generally

three approaches to provide isolation of individual VM in

the cloud environment, hypervisor based approach[15], [16],

[17], [7], [18], [19], [20], hardware assisted isolated execution

environment [21], [22], [23], and using direct hardware access

to provide necessary isolation needed [24], [13]. Within the

hypervisor based approach, research generally focuses on

either minimizing hypervisor [15], [16], [17], [7], [18] or

hardening it [20], [25]. In hardware assisted isolated execution

environment [21], [22], [23], systems use hardware functions

to maintain the isolation. Our work is inspired by SICE[22] in

which Azab et al. proposed to use SMM memory (SMRAM)

to isolate individual workloads from potentially malicious

hypervisors. However, the system still relies on the correctness

of security manager and device emulation in the legacy host.

There is still an attack vector from the guest VM to security

manager. Furthermore the malicious legacy host who emulates

all the devices can also launch an MMIO attacks [26] on the

isolated workload, in which the malicious legacy host might

intentionally map the MMIO memory of a manipulated device

such that it overlaps with an original intended endpoint. The

last type relies completely on the isolation provided by the

hardware [24] [13]. In [24], [13], Szefer et al. proposed to

completely remove the hypervisor layer, such that malicious

VM will not have an attack surface to reach legacy host.

However, this system assumes that infrastructure is always

trusted which can be violated. MUSHI aims to remove such

trust dependency on the legacy host.

III. BACKGROUND

A. System Management Mode

System Management Mode (SMM) is a special CPU mode

that is different than protected mode and real address mode. Its

main purpose is to perform platform specific system resource

management such as power control. SMM is entered via sys-

tem management interrupted (SMI) which could be triggered

by both software and hardware. Upon entering SMM mode,

the microprocessor saves its entire state in a separate memory

region known as system management memory (SMRAM),

and continues to execute the SMI handler which also resides

within SMRAM. When SMI handler finishes execution, a

special instruction RSM is executed to exit SMM. Within

SMM Mode, all memory protection and interrupts including

the non-maskable ones are disabled. Both AMD and Intel

provide locking capability such that access to SMRAM out-

side SMM is disabled. In AMD architecture, SMRAM can

be defined dynamically through two mode specific registers

(MSR) SMM Addr and SMM Mask which are both local

to a processor core. SMM Addr identifies the base address

and SMM Mask determines the range. The protection on this

dynamic range of SMRAM can be locked or unlocked by

writing a 64bit password onto the SMM KEY MSR [27]. A

technique to safe guard memory using this per core SMRAM

range capability was proposed by Azab et al. in SICE[22]

called memory double view. The special protection offered

by SMRAM was used in memory double view to protect the

memory space of individual VM from the malicious legacy

host. The SMM Addr and SMM Mask of the processor cores

that legacy host runs on are configured such that SMRAM

covers the entire memory region of individual VMs to protect.

On the other hand, the access to memory of legacy host

or other physically collocated VMs by the malicious VM is

prevented with nested paging mechanism configured upon VM

setup.

B. Kernel Modification for Hardware Level Virtualization

The concept of eliminating the hypervisor was first proposed

by Keller et al[24]. It was later implemented with a prototype

demonstration by Szefer et al. [13]. The key idea behind

NoHype[24] is to remove the surface that a malicious VMs

can use to attack the hypervisor. This way, even if there

are vulnerabilities in the hypervisor, there will not be an

attack vector for the malicious VM to penetrate through.

Kernel modules of the virtual machines that would require

privilege instructions were modified such that they would

cache the results during the assisted boot up. Later in the

execution, it would not be neccessary to run any privilege

instruction, because the results are readily available. When

the user modules are loaded, the VM should be able to remain

in VM mode without causing any VM exit. As a result, the

hypervisor is completely removed from the execution, and thus

the attack surface.

C. Secure Boot and Trusted Platform Module

Trusted computing is a standard defined by trusted com-

puting group[28]. This technology aims to build a provable

chain of trust based on the trusted platform module (TPM),

which is a microcontroller that provides storage for keys

and a set of limited cryptographic operations. TPM also

has platform configuration registers (PCR) that are used to

store measurements for attestations. Furthermore, in order to

facilitate remote attestation, each TPM is equipped with an

attestation identity key (AIK) which is used to sign PCRs.

IV. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, the overall system would be presented first

followed by threat model and design goal.

A. System Overview

For simplicity, we assume there are only three types of

servers within the cloud, load balancing server, image server

and hosting server. Load balancing sever is responsible for

resource allocation. Each VM image is composed of two

separate partial images, the kernel image, which contains the

OS and user image which contains user application or files.

Kernel image is shared among users of same virtual platforms.



Fig. 1. MUSHI Architecture

The content in the user image is sensitive, thus encrypted with

a secret key maintained by the user. The VM image server

stores these two types of images. There are attackers within

and outside the cloud infrastructure. Shown in Fig. 1 is a

typical deployment view of MUSHI. Legacy host coordinates

resource management. SMI handler resides in SMRAM that

is protected from all processor cores for bootstrapping trust in

VM execution. Individual user virtual machine runs directly

on the hardware after trusted startup.

B. Threat Model and Assumption

Threat Model: We consider two types of adversaries. The

first type is the insider adversaries who can be employees

that work for the cloud service provider or people who have

gained access to infrastructure’s internal network by social

engineering or other means. They have control over the all

servers, thus capable of changing any user’s image or the

legacy host on the hosting servers. The goal of the insider

adversaries is to steal documents and applications from the

user’s VM. Furthermore, these adversaries would not expose

their insider access with a simple deny of service attack

(DoS).The second type is the outsider adversaries who reside

outside the cloud infrastructure. In particular, we consider

them the malicious users who have control over the VMs

residing on the same physical server. This type of adversary

is capable to using various VM Exit to exploit the software

bugs in the hypervisor. As a result, both types of adversaries

are capable of gaining control of the host system and thus

compromising the confidentiality, integrity and availability of

legitimate user’s VM. The goal of outsider adversaries is

similar to the insider in that they want to compromise the

confidentiality and integrity of the target user’s VM. However,

since it is relatively easy to gain access a guest VM, they are

not concerned of being exposed and might launch DoS attack

on neighboring VMs.

Assumptions: We assume physical security will be in place

such that the hardware will be protected in controlled environ-

ment. Therefore any hardware level attacks such as physically

probing the bus and memory would not be possible. Further-

more, we assume the platform MUSHI runs on is equipped

with TCG’s trusted boot [28] hardware that has Core Root of

Trust for Measurement (CRTM) along with trusted platform

module (TPM).

C. System Design Goal

The goal of MUSHI is to provide a trusted isolated environ-

ment for virtual machine execution, which is one of founding

piece towards a trusted multilevel security cloud environment.

Virtual machines should be instantiated securely and they

should remain that way throughout the life cycle. In MUSHI,

we try to achieve the following

Trusted Execution Upon startup of VM, the integrity of both

the kernel and user image and MUSHI should be attested to

the user, thus the trusted initial state.

Isolation The VMs running on the same physical platform

should be isolated. This isolation will provide the confiden-

tiality and integrity service to the user VM during execution.

However it is not in the scope of the system to prevent side

channel attacks such as timing, heat or power analysis or

potential covert channels.

User Image Confidentiality Besides run time protection,

MUSHI also aim to provide data at rest confidentiality service

by encrypting the user image with key provided by the user.

V. MUSHI DESIGN

Recall that threat model of MUSHI includes insider and

outsider adversaries. Even with a compromised hosting infras-

tructure, MUSHI aims to provide trusted execution environ-

ment based on a very small TCB with commodity hardware.

In the remaining of the section, we will first discuss the

changes needed to build MUSHI into the current hosting

platform, followed by the details on three key phases for the

life cycle of a user virtual machine, from the request of user

to start the virtual machine to the shutdown of the virtual

system, including resource allocation, trusted startup and VM

execution/exit.

A. Hosting System Integrtion with MUSHI

MUSHI which enables the trusted execution environment

will need to be integrated into the server system. Furthermore,

the hosting system should be able to attest to a remote

user the integrity of MUSHI during the trusted execution

environment initialization of the VM. There are two main

integrated components of MUSHI in the hosting server. The

first one is the generation of key pair used later to facilitate

communication between MUSHI and the remote attester. The

second component is the insertion of MUSHI into the SMI

handler of the system, and further creating a measurement

that later can be used for attestation. For the first component,

besides the regular steps of a trusted boot of the platform, the

initialization code will need to first generate a public/private

key pair, Ksmm and K−1
smm. The public key Ksmm will be

extended onto the TPM’s PCR, and thus its integrity can be

guaranteed, while the private key K−1
smm is stored in SMRAM.

Then MUSHI is copied into SMRAM and inserted into the

SMI handler table. And the initialization will measure the

MUSHI and extends the measurement onto the TPM’s PCR,

and immediately lock the SMM to prevent any changes even

by the hypervisor, and thus the integrity of SMM including



Fig. 2. MUSHI execution flow from initialization to exit

MUSHI can be maintained and attested to with the mea-

surement later. Note that the confidentiality of the private

key K−1
smm can be is guaranteed because SMRAM is locked

immediately after measurement of MUSHI, malicious VM or

hypervisor will not be able to access it due to the property

of SMRAM lock. One can implement MUSHI by using the

coreboot[29], an open source BIOS, or by modifying the BIOS

image binary such that SMM Mode remains unlocked until

initialization code takes the measurement and locks it down.

B. Life Cycle of User Virtual Machine

A detail execution flow of a user VM life cycle is shown

in Fig. 2, which we will give detail descriptions for

1) Resource Allocation: When a user requests for a virtual

machine, the load balancing server will communicate with an

available hosting server to allocate the physical resource for

the user. The legacy host on the hosting server will then request

the kernel image and the encrypted user image from the image

server. The kernel image is shared among many users who

designated the same virtualized platform, while the user image

contains modules and files that are unique to individual user or

user groups. The legacy host will load boot agent, which will

assist system startup of the VM image, into memory. Once

both images are received and loaded into memory, legacy

host will save all the run time parameters of the requested

virtual machine and trigger a SMI to invoke MUSHI. The

triggering of SMI is end of the resource allocation phase.

Once in SMM mode, the processors cores allocated to the user

VM will start preparation while the other cores will resume

normal operation. For the allocated cores, the parameters and

run time images are copied into SMM memory for the integrity

verification in the trusted startup phase.

2) Trusted Startup of User VM: Trusted startup of a user

VM consists of two main steps, the remote attestation of

integrity and the assisted start up for hardware only virtu-

alization.

Remote Attestation: There are three goals in the remote

attestation step. First, the integrity of MUSHI needs to be

attested. Second, the integrity of images and parameters needs

to be attested. Lastly, a secure communication channel needs

to be established to retrieve the user image encryption key.

To accomplish these three goals, MUSHI first generates a

new public/private key pair, Kcom and K−1
com, which will be

used later for secure communication with the remote user. The

user then generates a random nonce, and request MUSHI to

perform the attestation. With this nonce, MUSHI generates

two signed values. The first one contains static measurement

of TPM’s PCR signed with the AIK key stored in the TPM

platform, which attests the integrity of MUSHI as well as the

Ksmm, the public key generated during the system startup.

Then the second value is signed with the K−1
smm, consist of

the measurement of the images, VM parameters as well as

the public key used for communication Kcom. User will only

accept this measurement if the signature can be verified with

the public key Ksmm attested in the first signed value. This

will allow the remote user to verify integrity of the user VM

and the public key used for key transmission. And the public

key of the user can be appended to the user image. With this

setup, remote user and MUSHI can then established a secure

connection which is then used to transmit the decryption key

for the user image. Once the key is retrieved from the user,

MUSHI will move the images into the intended memory

region, and decrypts the user image. At this point, all the

preparation for VM execution is done, and the system should

move onto assisted startup of the virtual machine. However

SMM cannot change most of the processor state, we can use

the technique in [22] to modify the page table instead. Once

modification is made, MUSHI will exit SMM mode, and hands

the execution control over to boot agent, and thus the starting

of the assisted startup step.

Assisted Startup: The boot agent will act temporarily as

a traditional hypervisor during the assisted startup process.

Processor and device discovery is one of the very first steps

performed by operating system in a system startup. However,

the virtualize environment which were specified by the user

and finalized by the resource allocator is most likely not the

same as actual platform hardware. A typical VM requested

by user will most like use a very small portion of the server

resources, such as 2 processor core out of 40 total available

in the hosting server. As a result, when the operating system

performs processor and device discovery, the hypervisor like

boot agent will have to perform filtering or emulation such that

the user virtual machine will be initiated with the designated

resources. For PCI device discovery, the operating system use



values in a known range of memory as indicator, and the boot

agent will have to emulate some of the memory read such that

it would appear to the VM that such device does not exist.

The same emulation capability will have to be included for

the processors as well. In particular, boot agent will have to

instrument the discovery of clock frequency, core identifier

and processor features. Once system resource discovery is

done, the guest OS can continue to boot and load modules.

Though we now can bootstrap the guest OS in a virtualize

environment, there is still the issue of privilege instructions. In

traditional virtualization, privilege instructions are trapped and

emulated by the hypervisor, however this will entail continuous

interaction between the hypervisor and virtual machine which

is undesirable. In this case, the operating systems will need to

be modified such that results of privilege instructions such as

CPUID are cached, and thus eliminating VM exits, removing

the attack interface from VM to hypervisor. Once user image is

loaded, the boot agent will then setup the environment for the

guest virtual machine by setting up the appropriate hardware

virtualization structures giving the full processor core control

to guest VM. Then boot agent will execute the VM in hardware

virtualized environment, and then execution move into the next

phase of the life cycle.

3) User VM Execution and Exit: At this point, the control

is handed off to guest virtual machine and user applications.

When the guest shuts down the virtual machine or attempt

any malicious activity, there will be a VM exit that will

cause the execution context to fall back to the boot agent.

Regardless what cause the VM exit, boot agent will save off

the VM image if necessary, then perform any sanitization

needed and terminate the VM execution, and free up the

allocated resource. Meanwhile, a malicious legacy host might

attempt to send nonmaskable inter processor interrupts (IPI)

to disrupt the control flow of the isolated user virtual machine

which would also cause a VM exit as well, however it is

our assumption that adversaries who has gained insider access

to the infrastructure will not expose themself by performing

simple deny of service attack.

VI. DESIGN ANALYSIS

A. Security Analysis

1) Trusted Execution: In the proposed architecture, MUSHI

is part of the trusted boot process which can be attested by

the TPM. Building upon this trust, the integrity of the boot

agent, kernel image and user image are attested to the user

with the MUSHI in isolated SMRAM environment, therefore

we’ve established chain of trust in our system startup.

2) Isolation of VM to legacy host and VM to VM: The

run time isolation of individual VM from the legacy host

and neighboring VM can provide run time confidentiality and

integrity. With such isolation, the memory content and control

flows can be protected. This is achieved by isolating processor,

memory and I/O device.

Isolation of Processor Individual cores are dedicated to

each guest VM, thus processors owned by different users are

separated. A malicious legacy host can still send nonmaskable

inter processor interrupts (IPI) to the user VM, which will

cause a VM exit. However, the only action that boot agent

performs after user VM execution is to shut down. Therefore

there is no way for the legacy host to alter control flow in user

VM by issuing interrupts.

Isolation of Memory Isolation of memory is achieved

through two mechanisms. The memory of user VM is iso-

lated from the malicious legacy host by SMRAM protection.

Even though there are attacks on SMRAM based on cache

poisoning[30], the mitigation[22] is fairly straight forward.

This memory is also isolated from neighboring VM via

extended page table, which is set up by the boot agent

and requires privilege instruction to change, yet any VM

exit will trigger shutdown of the virtual machine, therefore

malicious VMs will not be able tamper with memory content

of neighboring VM.

Isolation of I/O Device The virtualization of hardware

devices is assumed to be provided by hardware, in which case,

the virtualized hardware will appear as if it is a real physical

hardware to the software system. And the isolation of I/O

device is achieved by assigning different physical device or

hardware virtualized device to individual VMs.

3) Data at Rest: For many DoD developed applications, it

might not be desirable make the executable public. Malicious

attackers can gain much better understanding by analyzing the

binary images. Therefore in MUSHI, we aim to provide data

at rest security by encrypting the user image with secret keys

provided by the user. During execution, user will provide the

key only if the attestation on isolated execution is successful.

Therefore, even if an adversary gains internal access of the

cloud infrastructure, she will not be able to look inside the user

applications due to memory protection provided by MUSHI.

The key for decrypting this application image is transmitted

during the attestation using a secure channel, and thus it is

confidentiality is guaranteed. The management of user keys

can be accomplished using existing key infrastructures and is

not in the scope of MUSHI.

4) Availability: MUSHI could not defend against insider

who has controlled over the malicious legacy host for DoS

attacks. An insider could simply remotely shutdown various

servers in the cloud to deny access. However, it could defend

against malicious neighboring VM quite effectively, since

processor and memory are both isolated. The remaining share

resource contains the bus and virtualized I/O devices, and it

was demonstrated in [13] that such I/O DoS has little effect.

5) Covert Channels: Eliminating side channels in a shared

infrastructure is almost an impossible task. It is generally

accepted that high speed covert channels in MLS systems

are highly undesirable. In MUSHI, individual VMs gets their

own dedicated memory and processors, which reduces some

of the high bandwidth covert channel like L1 cache or shared

memory locations. However since the I/O infrastructure is still

shared, it is possible to construct covert channels from the

latency in the bus and etc. Detail analysis on the specific

system will need to be performed before deployment.



B. Performance

In MUSHI, each VM has its own dedicated resource.

Therefore user experience should be more stable since there is

no oversubscription. Furthermore, since hypervisor is removed

and device emulation is done via hardware, there should be an

overall system improvement. The magnitude of improvement

will be heavily system specific [13]. For the measurement of

the images and decryption of user images, it is only a onetime

cost that is associated with each VM start, and will not affect

the operational performance.

C. Deployment

MUSHI relies on several hardware features to protect VM.

Even though the security attributes of these features has been

a topic in several research work and prototypes [22], [13],

[24]. Careful examination of the hardware platform is still

needed prior to deployment. In addition, BIOS image binary

modification is not be scalable if the cloud infrastructure

is highly heterogeneous, which will likely be the case. In

addition, if a hardware mechanism is used to protect BIOS

rom from malicious legacy host, it would be impossible to

push an update to MUSHI remotely. For the future, it would

be necessary to build MUSHI into UEFI[31] as a signed driver.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have expanded on the previous work’s

threat model in that we assume more realistic adversaries

due to sensitive nature of information in military systems.

Adversaries exist both inside and outside the cloud infrastruc-

ture. They can attack via the host server or the collocated

VM. We have proposed a novel trusted isolated execution

architecture for cloud based MLS systems that is capable of

providing user confidentiality and integrity in the presence of

such adversaries.
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